ININCIDENCE OF OROFACIAL CLEFTS IN THE SLOVAK REPUBLIC
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SUMMARY

Orofacial clefts (OC) are quite common congenital defects. Retrospective active survey collecting clinical data of children with OC examined and operated on in the three main specialized departments of plastic surgery in the Slovak Republic over 16 years (1985–2000) revealed total incidence of 1.61/10³ live births (LB). 1,849 children suffering from OC were recognised out of 1,147,236 live births.

Total incidence (TI) of OC per 1,000 live births was determined by types, gender, regions, districts and seasonal variation. The highest rate, 40.5% of clefts, affected the primary and secondary palate (CLP), more than 32% were of cleft palate type (CP), about 26% cleft lip (CL) and about 1% of associated malformations (AM). Clefts in males (1.71/10³ LB) were significantly more common than in females (1.50/10³ LB), sex ratio 1.14:1. Morbidity rates (TI) varies from 1.29/10³ LB in the east Slovakia to the highest incidence of 1.93/10³ LB in the middle Slovakia with wide range by district.

Comparing data from the study and from the national register, 17% of children with OC were missed. Presented survey assessed risk of OC in Slovakia at the rate 1 newborn with OC per 620 LB compared with notified frequency of 1 OC per 745 LB.
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INTRODUCTION

In Slovakia, according to notified data 1793–1424 infants with congenital defects were born in the years 1985–2000 (mean number per year 1627.7) with incidence of 20.01/10³ LB – 14.46/10³ LB (1). Out of them orofacial clefts were present in 6.7% – 4.84% (mean 5.92%) with mean number 96.3 infants with OC per year (1.33 ± 0.041/10³ LB). Orofacial clefts are important for the health impairment as well as longterm demanding complex therapy and health care lasting to the adulthood. All the race and ethnic groups could suffer from these congenital anomalies with different incidence. In white population the risk of congenital OC was estimated with frequency 1 infant with OC per 500 live births as a result of abnormity in embryonal development of foetus during the 4th to the 12th week of pregnancy, i.e. the period important for development of structures of primary and secondary palates (2). Impairments could lead to clefts of primary palate, i.e. cleft of the lip (CL), secondary palate (CP), or both palates (CLP), or some of them combined with other anomalies-associated malformations (AM).

Objective of our study was to determine incidence rate of orofacial clefts in all regions of the Slovak Republic (SR).

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Data from all the patients with various types of orofacial clefts examined and operated on in the three departments specialized in plastic surgery in the years 1985–2000 were analysed in the study. Patients underwent surgery in Clinic of Plastic Surgery, Medical Faculty, Comenius University in Bratislava, Clinic of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery in Košice, Department of Plastic, Estetic and Reconstructive Surgery in Banská Bystrica. Infants with OC were residents from Bratislava city (BA), the West Slovakia (WS), the Middle Slovakia (MS) and the East Slovakia regions (ES).

Using data from medical records and classification of orofacial clefts (OC) by Kernahan and Stark (3) occurrence of (OC) in percentage, incidence/10³ live births (LB) per year, total incidence per 10³ LB (TI) and mean incidence/10³ in the defined period, frequency of OC by types, laterality, gender and seasonality were calculated. For statistical evaluation χ² test was used.

These data were compared to notified morbidity rate per year, published by Institute of Health Information and Statistics of the Slovak Republic.
RESULTS

1,849 children with OC underwent examination, surgery and treatment in the three specialized departments of plastic surgery in the Slovak Republic during the 16-years-period (1985–2000). 6.9% (128) children were residents from Bratislava city (BA), 29.3% (542) from the West Slovakia region (WS), 36.9% (682) from the Middle Slovakia region (MS) and 26.9% (497) from the East Slovakia region (ES). Among patients there were 54.5% (1,008) boys and 45.5% (841) girls, with preponderance of males in the East Slovakia region (ES). The boys suffered from clefts of primary and secondary palate (CLP), more than 32% (596) of CP and about 26% (483) of CL (Fig.1). Associated malformations (AM) were seldom recognised, slightly more than 1% (Table 2).

Total Incidence and Mean Incidence

Of the 1,147,236 live born infants born in the Slovak Republic in the years 1985–2000, 1,849 children were born with orofacial clefts, accounting for total incidence of 1.61/10^4 LB. The highest incidence was of CLP – 0.65/10^4 LB, comparing to the morbidity rate of CP – 0.52/10^4 LB and CL – 0.42/10^4 LB. The lowest incidence of OC was detected among children with AM – 0.02/10^4 LB (Table 2). Mean incidence was almost equal – 1.62 ± 0.057/10^4 LB.

Annual Incidence

Determining statistical significance by test of homogeneity at the p-value = 0.05 we revealed significant differences between incidences of OC in these 16 years. The lowest incidence was observed in 1985 (1.19/10^4 LB) and the highest was in 1994 (2.09/10^4 LB), followed by higher incidences also in the years 1992 (2.01/10^4) and 1990 (1.75/10^4) (Fig. 2).

Distribution of OC according to Gender and Types

Sex ratio was 1.14:1 with significant preponderance of males (1.1.71/10^4), in females the total incidence was 1.50/10^4 LB (Table 2). The boys suffered significantly more from CLP (ratio...
In view of our results we propose that estimated risk of clefts in newborns in Slovakia is higher (1 child with OC per 620 LB), stipulating total incidence 1.61/10^5 LB, than that calculated from register of notified cases (1 child with OC per 746 LB) which determines total incidence 1.34/10^5 LB.

Comparing mean annual incidence determined by our study (1.62 ± 0.057/10^5 LB) to notified data (1.33 ± 0.041/10^5 LB) higher occurrence of OC was revealed.

**DISCUSSION**

Occurrence of orofacial clefts varies in geographical distribution, by race and ethnic differences. Generally, higher risk of clefts in newborns has been found in Orient than in Caucasians, in white race population than in black population, although with high range of differences among countries (2, 4, 5). In a larger geographic area, e.g. in Arabic population, various incidences of congenital clefts can be recognized resembling multifactorial etiology of these malformations, including genetic, ethnic but also exogenic factors. Low incidences of OC were reported from Saudi Arabi (Riyadh ) 0.3/10^5 LB (6), from Kuwait more than 1.5/10^5 (6), from Iran 1.03/10^5 (7), from Jordan 1.39/10^5 (8), unlike the higher incidence of OC reported from Al-Gassime 2.19/10^5 LB (9).

Precise longterm follow-up in certain regions with documentation of all irregular peaks with high morbidity rate is needed (2), to find an explanation for differences in occurrence of these congenital defects and presumable role of all possible etiologic factors.

Orofacial clefts occur with wide range all over the world (10). In Europe, higher incidences of OC were detected in Poland and Sweden (2.0/10^5) (11, 12), in Bohemia (1.86/10^5 LB) and in the former Czechoslovakia (1.81/10^5 LB) (13, 10), followed by Switzerland (1.86/10^5) (14), Magdeburg region in Germany (1.85/10^5) (15), France (1.75/10^5), Finlandia (1.74/10^5), Denmark (1.69/10^5) (10), Slovenia and Hungary with similar incidences of 1.64/10^5 LB (16, 17).

Lower morbidity rates of OC were reported in Belgium, the Netherlands (1.47/10^5), Italy (1.33/10^5), Scotland (1.4/10^5) and Ireland (1.28/10^5 LB) (10, 18, 19).

Lower occurrence of orofacial clefts were reported in America, in California 1.12/10^5 and in South America 1.0/10^5 LB (10) as well.

According to the results of the presented study on morbidity rate of OC in Slovakia during the years 1985–2000 and in accordance with previous partial findings in some parts of the republic (20, 21), Slovakia could belong to the countries with high incidence of these congenital malformations. The highest rate of OC in the central part of Slovakia reaching even 1.868/10^5 LB during previous study (1985–1994 years) was confirmed by the current study when the total incidence reached 1.93/10^5 LB. The lowest incidence (1.29/10^5 LB) was documented in the eastern part of Slovakia, not reported previously.

Retrospective analysis of differences between regions and districts will be completed and supplemented by analysis of questionnaires targeted to exogenic factors, which might clarify differences found. The most common type of OC was CLP – in accordance with other authors (5), followed by CP and CL. Similar as in other references (22, 23) orofacial clefts were more frequent
in boys than in girls (sex ratio 1.14:1). Males suffer more from CLP and CL (24) and in females more common are clefts of type CP. This sexual dimorphism is explained by higher resistance of females to development of CLP and CL, however in females there is a “hidden” disposition to occurrence of CP. Theoretically, in males there is over twice higher tendency to development of CL and CLP during embryogenesis than in females (23). On the contrary, in females development of CP is more frequent. In our study sex ratio was 0.71:1.

Unilateral clefts prevailed bilateral clefts in 72%, almost twice prevailed left-sided to right-sided clefts, without any sex preponderance. Similar results were found in the former Czechoslovakia (22).

Significantly higher incidence of OC in children born in the years 1990, 1992 and 1994 is difficult to explain. There were higher morbidity rates of acute respiratory diseases, including influenza, in the first months of these years. Role of some infections in etiology of OC is well known, but we did not do any investigations to confirm this relation.

Seasonal variations of OC in several countries are described by many authors (25, 26). In our 16-year-study we observed nonsignificantly higher rate in winter and fall, some references recognised similar patterns.

Presented study indicated actual risk of OC for newborns in Slovakia, and difference of approximately 17% with regard to official data was found. Similar disaccordance was noticed also by Czech authors (2). Actual incidence could be even higher when also dead infants with OC or those who died prior visiting specialised ambulatory care will be included. Czech authors detected about 10% stillbirths or deaths in early life among infants with OC (23). These facts underline the importance of precise notification and exact database of children with OC for detection of real occurrence of these congenital defects.
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